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Teaser
INT. UNIVERSITY MAILROOM - DAY
A long line of students waits for their packages at a mailroom
pickup window. ALEX, a senior with a ratty Franz Kafka t-shirt,
processes packages so efficiently that she doesn’t look at her
hands while she works.
Her focus is loudly interrupted when CORINNE, a barbie-dolllooking girl with the composure of a Shark Tank host, walks
into the pickup area. Alex rolls her eyes and continues
helping, BILLY, a scrawny freshman.
BILLY
Um, my mom labeled it
“Preparation-H” its um, ointment.
Corinne shoves past Billy while talking to her instagram live.
CORRINNE
These Valentino sandals are
straight off the runway and I
can’t wait for you guys to watch
me try them on.
Alex clears her throat and reaches over Corinne’s petite head
to hand Billy a package. Corinne looks up with indignation.
ALEX
Okay, who’s next...Oh Mark! what
can I do for you today?
Corinne scoffs. She puts her phone away and taps her acrylic
claws on the counter.
CORINNE
Excuse me, can I get some customer
service?! Unibrow girl, I’m
speaking to you.
ALEX
My unibrow and I agree that you
were at the back of the line.
CORRINNE
I am at the front now and my time
is valuable.
ALEX
So is everybody else’s.
Corinne flashes a smile and tosses her glossy blond hair.

2.
CORRINNE
Sorry, you probably don’t know who
I am. I’m Corinne Bailey, as in
Bailey Memorial library.
ALEX
Well that must make me Frida
Kahlo. I don’t care who you are,
you can’t just use money to buy
your way into the front...or
apparently buy a decent
personality. And another thing!Alex is interrupted when NEIL, a sloppy yet ruggedly handsome
student, hands Corinne a package.
NEIL
Corinne Bailey? I think this is
for you.
Corinne’s scowl melts into a freakishly charming smile.
CORINNE
Why thank you! See Frida, that
wasn’t so hard. If you were nicer,
I might have let you look at my
shoes. But I don’t think that can
help your ugly attitude.
Alex crosses her arms as Corinne struts away, live-streaming.
ALEX
What did you do that for?
NEIL
Just isn’t worth the effort.
Besides, on law school apps its
not ideal to have beef with a girl
who has a library named after her.
hmmm.

ALEX

Alex hits “enter” on her computer and something prints out. She
smiles.
ALEX
Well, at least she was memorable.
Neil high-fives Alex as she sticks Corinne’s photo alongside
several nearly identical photos of other sorority-type girls on
a wall labeled “people to mess with.”
ACT I

3.
INT. DDK HOUSE - DAY
The Delta Delta Kappa leadership wall is an exact copy of the
“people to mess with” board. The only difference is Corinne’s
photo says “president” underneath it.
Corinne walks in and is ambushed at the door by wannabe
Corinnes with questions about rush week. One dangerously
bedazzled girl, CHELSEA, bushwhacks her way to the front.
CHELSEA
Did you have the goods?!
CORINNE
Yeah, I was about to unboxCHELSEA
You can’t!
CORINNE
Awe Chelsea, chapter can wait!
CHELSEA
No, You can’t unbox them without
the matching purse that just went
on sale!
Chelsea shows her a picture, its nauseatingly expensive.
CORINNE
Oh its Gorgeous! Im getting it!
Corinne hits “express order”, but her card is declined. She
tries again, declined again.
CORINNE
My dad must have changed platinum
cards.
Chelsea nods fervently.
CORINNE
Im gonna run home to sort this
out. Are you good running chapter?
Chelsea nods again, she’s starting to look like a bobble head.
CHELSEA
I’ll take care of everything.
CORINNE
You are the best.
Corinne leaves while Chelsea smiles... a little too wide.

4.
EXT. BAILEY MANOR - DAY
Corinne drives up to a palatial estate in a shinning white
Mercedes. Everything from the white columns to a chicken
fountain in the driveway scream old money. The view is broken
by a police car parked on the perfect lawn and caution tape
around the stately mahogany door.
Corinne spots the police cruiser and searches in her bag for
something.
CORINNE
Oh my god!
She pulls out a bright pink can of “Defense Diva” mace and arms
herself with it as she steps out of the car.
She shuts the car door holding the mace out in front of her.
Simultaneously, a uniformed officer and a detective escort a
graying man out of the front door.
CORINNE
Dad, why are you in handcuffs?!
She runs up the stairs. Still holding the mace pointed at one
the officers, one moves to stop her.
PRESTON
Gumdrop, gumdrop put the mace
down.
Corinne lowers her weapon slowly.
PRESTON
These nice officers just need to
ask me questions about finances.
CORINNE
Whats wrong with Tooth-PickinChicken?! What questions?
PRESTON
Tooth-Pickin-Chicken is still in
business, we just misplaced a
little money this quarter.
The detective scoffs.
DETECTIVE
If you call 4 million a little
money sweetheart.
Corinne gasps. Preston turns to the detective, annoyed.

5.
PRESTON
I paid you to arrest me privately,
not to scar my daughter. Let me
speak to her.
DETECTIVE
Alright. 5 minutes.
Preston and Corinne sit on a small bench by the chicken
fountain. Preston tries to pat Corinne’s knee for comfort but
the handcuffs stop him, so he flails awkwardly.
CORINNE
Whats gonna happen to us Daddy?
PRESTON
Everything is going to be fine. I
took care of the business.
CORINNE
What about me? What about our
family?
PRESTON
Your step-sibling’s trust funds
are open so they can manage the
board while I’m...indisposed. But
my lawyers thought it was best to
freeze my accounts and move your
trust access to after you turn 30.
CORRINNE
So you left me broke and alone?!
PRESTON
You aren’t broke. You will get
your trust when you turn 30.
CORINNE
30?! I might as well be dead then!
PRESTON
Gumdrop, I know this is a shock,
but you are going to be okay. I
would have worried about your
step-siblings, but you have always
been stronger than them.
He gestures to the estate.
PRESTON
You built something, just like I
did. Look at your sorority, your
insta-face followers. You can
survive without me.

6.
CORINNE
But I don’t want to survive!
PRESTON
But, I know you will. Because you
are you’re a real Bailey.
Preston tries to hug her, but just ends up having to lean in
with no arms. Corinne embraces him while fighting back tears.
CORINNE
If I survive, I will get you out
of prison. I promise.
INT. UNIVERSITY MAILROOM - DAY
Alex is packing up her stuff to go home for the day. She checks
a mail slot with her name on it, nothing. She turns around and
Neil is standing behind her with envelopes.
NEIL
Looking for these?
Alex looks at the envelopes, all from prestigious law programs.
ALEX
Wait, all of the decisions came in
today?
NEIL
Yes mam. I saw them in the sorting
pile and grabbed them because I
knew you’d be stressed if you knew
they were here.
She hits Neil with the envelopes.
ALEX
Awe dude! Your’e so sweet.
ALEX
Well, I worked really hard on
these scholarship applications, so
I’m actually okay.
NEIL
I saw you fidgeting all day which
usually means you are stressed.
ALEX
Stalker! Don’t watch me like that!

7.
NEIL
I plead the fifth! Now don’t leave
me in suspense, OPEN THEM!
Alex stops giggling and looks a little pensive. Neil doesn’t
notice.
ALEX
Actually, I think I should open
them alone. Um, Privately.
Neil blushes, but recovers (sort of).
NEIL
Oh cool! I get that. No problemo.
Alex’s face still reads as a mix of anxiety and sympathy
embarrassment.
NEIL
Besides, I already know you got
scholarships to every school. Hey,
maybe we’ll attend the same one!
Alex finally cracks a smile.
ALEX
Well I just need one, but it would
be awesome if we could keep
hanging out. I’ll see you later.
Alex clocks out and leaves.
INT. ALEX’S DORM ROOM - DAY
Alex drops her bag next to a pair of muddy hiking boots. Her
shoe-box sized room is filled with posters of mountain vistas.
On her desk are framed photos of her with her mother and two
younger twin brothers.
She grabs a bag of nacho chips and carefully pulls out the
first letter. She smiles when she reads “Welcome!” at the top.
When she keeps reading the scholarship decision, the cheesy
stained paper says “NO SCHOLARSHIP AID AWARDED”
ALEX
Okay... I didn’t need them anyway.
Alex, a little nervous now, opens another. She reads the
“Welcome!” Letterhead, calming herself for split second. The
“NO SCHOLARSHIP AID AWARDED” at the bottom sends Alex into .

8.
ALEX
Shit...whatever, their program
didn’t even make the top 25.
Alex tears the next one open. She immediately goes to the aid
information. Again,“NO SCHOLARSHIP AID AWARDED” at the bottom.
Alex’s eyes widen, she fidgets with her bracelet again, and
under her breath she whispers.
ALEX
I only need one.
Like she is diffusing a bomb, Alex opens the last envelope. The
same four terrible words read “NO SCHOLARSHIP AID AWARDED”.
Alex looks like she is going to be sick. She picks up her waste
basket, and shoves her head in to puke in it. But after a beat,
she grabs her phone, dials a number, and takes a deep breath.
INT. DDK HOSE, CORINNE’S ROOM - DAY
Corinne’s room is a large space organized into half Instagram
photo studio/half closet. Corrinne is sitting on her queensized bed with bewildered expression. Someone knocks the door.
Its me!

CHELSEA (o.s)

Chelsea enters without waiting for Corinne to reply.
CORINNE
Hey Chels’, Im glad to see you. I
need to vent about my family.
Chelsea sits on the bed and places hand on Corinne’s shoulder.
CHELSEA
You can tell me anything.

CORINNE
My dad is-

CHELSEA
Because I need to tell you to move
out of the house effective
immediately.
CORINNE
Wait what?!
CHELSEA
You can’t pay your house dues
anymore. It wouldn’t be very fair
to the other girls if you live
here for free, would it?

9.
CORINNE
But I’m the president! That should
count for something, right?!
CHELSEA
Actually, I’m president of DDK
since you can’t pay membership
dues either. Don’t worry, I will
be just as ruthless as you were.
How-

CORINNE

CHELSEA
I took care of everything! I
reached out to Financial aid and
they generously assigned you a
work study and dorm.
Corinne opens her mouth, but Chelsea continues.
CHELSEA
And they are in the same building!
Isn’t that convenient!
Corinne closes her mouth and glares an ice storm at Chelsea.
CORINNE
I understand you have decided you
don’t want to be my friend
anymore, that’s fine. But you
should know that whatever you saw
us do to other girls will be
shopping day in comparison to what
I will do to you.
Chelsea gets up to leave the room, pretending not to hear.
CHELSEA
You should get packing, your shift
starts in a few hours.
Alone, Corinne puts her head in her hands completely defeated.
INT. ALEX’S ROOM - DAY
Alex is holding the phone to her ear with one hand and holding
the admissions papers with an iron grip in the other.
ALEX
What’s taking so long....

10.
Someone picks up on the other end, there is a loud crashing
sound and two boys in the background of the call are fighting
with each-other. A woman’s voice answers.
WOMAN
CAYATE! Hello?
Hey mama.

ALEX

ALEX’S MOM
Alexandra! I’m so glad you called.
Yeah, I-

ALEX

ALEX’S MOM
Aye its been crazy without
you. Your brothers started
baseball and there was no
one to take them to
practice, so I had to ask
your tia, and Ya tu sabes
como ella es and- well we
miss you so much.

SUBTITLES
And you know how she is

ALEX
You’ll be happy to know I’ll be
home soon.
ALEX’S MOM
Yes! We have to celebrate your
scholarships!
ALEX
Well that’s the thing, IAlex starts to sob.
ALEX
I didn’t get scholarships mama! I
got into every school, but none of
them gave me money.
oh.

ALEX’S MOM

Alex keeps sobbing, her breathing over the phone gets erratic.

11.
ALEX’S MOM
Hey, its okay. No te
preocupas. We figure it out
together and you re-apply
next year.

SUBTITLES
Do not worry.

Alex now starts to get angry with her mother and pinches the
bridge of her nose.
ALEX
I can’t just re-apply! By the time
I get into law-school I won’t
finish on time to get an
internship at a firm to help pay
for Danny and Eddy’s college. I’m
supposed to have a plan mami!
ALEX’S MOM
Mijita, I love you. But you
need to calm down y no me
hablas así.

SUBTITLES
and dont talk to me like that

ALEX
I’m sorry, I just can’t do the
backup andAlex’s voice wavers, she might start crying again.
ALEX’S MOM
I need you to go to law
school too, but we’ll take
it one step at a time.
Porque no hablas con el
professor, ese tipo Bat

SUBTITLES
why don’t you speak to that
professor. You know, Bat.

ALEX
It’s Bates and that’s not a bad
idea.
ALEX’S MOM
See, habla con él, and until
then don’t worry so much
about the money.

SUBTITLES
Talk to him

Alex sighs, and sits back in her chair defeated.
INT. MAILROOM - THE NEXT DAY
Alex is standing at the mailroom counter, her defeated
expression is the same as the day before.
Neil walks into the office and her defeat turns into dread.

12.
NEIL
Hey! How much money did you just
rob from all of those schools?
Alex looks down and mentally prepares herself. When she looks
up, she sees Corinne struggling to get a bright yellow moving
cart down the hall and takes advantage of the distraction.
ALEX
Hey! Are you okay?
Neil looks over, and proves chivalry isn’t dead by helping
Corinne.
Despite being particularly sweaty, Corinne tousles her hair and
looks put together. It’s kind of superhuman.
NEIL
Corinne, right? Let me help you!
CORINNE
Omg, thank you! I’m so glad you
were here!
Alex rolls her eyes while Neil starts pushing the cart.
NEIL
So are you moving into the
building?
CORINNE
Yes, it’s...temporary.
NEIL
Oh nice! My co-worker and I live
in this building too.
CORINNE
You don’t say...
(a beat)
Actually, um, I have a
question.
NEIL
What’s up?
CORINNE
You don’t happen to know when the
next shift at the mailroom starts
do you? Im,
(she swallows)
gonna be working there now.
NEIL
No way! Welcome to the mailroom.

13.
Neil says that as they walks by the pick-up window where Alex
is standing. Alex and Corinne make eye contact, neither can
imagine a worse day.
INT. MAILROOM - LATER
Alex and Corinne stand next to a shelf full of packages. The
two women could not look physically more different but their
attitudes are the same; distain.
ALEX
Well that’s basically everything
you need to know. Any questions?
CORINNE
Does it have to be so, menial?
ALEX
Do you have to be so spoiled? I
mean, why are you here anyway?
Don’t you have a ton of social
media money?
Corinne crosses her arms.
CORINNE
If you must know, you have to
spend money to make money...so
far I’ve only spent it because I
know a thing or two about
business.
ALEX
(Mumbling)
Apple doesn’t fall too far
huh.
CORINNE
Excuse me?
ALEX
That must be why your Dad got
arrested yesterday. I read the
news. Can you read?
CORINNE
You probably don’t even have a
dad.
Alex is hurt by this but swallows her attitude and addresses
Corinne.

14.
ALEX
Whatever, I’m gonna sort stuff.
Why don’t you try the front desk?
It’s gonna be busy soon.
CORINNE
Sure Frida.
Corinne smiles sarcastically.
ALEX
It’s Alex.
Alex walks away and does her best not to scream.
She starts sorting through boxes and finds the shoe box Corinne
picked up the day before, this time it says “RETURN”.
Alex looks over at a miserable Corinne leaning on the front
desk, pity flashes across Alex’s face.
Alex’s is distracted by Corinne’s conversation with Billy, the
scrawny freshman, and his frat Buddies.
BILLY
This will be quick guys, my mom
just sent me a study care package
BUDDY #1
Bro, finals aren’t for six weeks.
BILLY
It’s for Bates’ exam on Friday.
CORINNE
If she cared about you she would
send you the answers, those exams
are sadistic.
BUDDY #2
I know! I got a 1% on the last
exam. I only wrote my name right.
BUDDY #1
I would do anything to get those
answers dude.
Buddy #1 tries to be smooth by leaning on the counter. Corinne
smiles sarcastically.

15.
CORINNE
Bro If I had the answers, I would
gouge you Beta Omegas and totally
run the money through the
mailroom.
Cut to Alex, she stops sorting.
BUDDY #2
How did you know we were in Beta
Omega.
CORINNE
I am, uh was, the president of
DDK, I know a beta when I see one.
Alex comes up to the counter and hands Billy his package.
ALEX
Here you go Billy! GOODBYE!
The boys look confused as they go and Corinne turns around
annoyed.
CORINNE
Hey! I was just about to get
myself some “secret admirers” to
shower me with affection.
ALEX
Corinne, can you really funnel
money through the mailroom?
CORINNE
Uh, sure I’ve been helping my dad
with the books for years. It would
be pretty basic compared to what
he taught me.
Alex starts pacing around the mailroom, somewhat panicked.
ALEX
Is it possible. No, no I can’t,
it’s illegal.
Alex...

CORINNE

Alex stops near the door and spots the law school applications
sticking out of her backpack.
ALEX
But if this works...law school?

16.
Corinne looks genuinely concerned. She starts to reach for the
panic button under the desk when Alex turns to her, wide eyed.
CORINNE
Alex, are you okay? You look a
littleALEX
Corinne, you don’t get it. I’m the
head T.A for Professor Bates’s
class.
So?

CORINNE

ALEX
So I have all the answers.
Cut To Black.

An Original Sitcom Written and Created by Madeleine Salman
Series Overview
College is an amazing experience where you can meet people from completely different worlds
and backgrounds. But most people tend to box themselves in by surrounding themselves with
friends and activities well within their comfort zone. This is exactly what Corinne Bailey and
Alex Zapata have been doing for the last three years at Charles University, but they will soon
learn that boxes are meant to be broken when they team up to launder money through their
university mailroom.
Alex and Corrinne could not be from more different worlds. Corrinne Bailey grew up in a world
of privilege as the heiress to a chicken nugget empire. Her life at Charles University is comprised
of her duties as sorority president and the designer fashion items, she shows off to her (nonexistent) followers as a wannabe influencer. Alex Zapata is a fiercely independent oldest child
of a single mother and immigrant. Her responsibilities to take care of her family keep her busy
with a teaching assistant job and a dream of getting a full scholarship to go to Law school. Both
of their aspirations fall apart as Corrinne’s father is arrested for embezzlement and Alex gets
rejected from every scholarship program. Now, while working in the mailroom Corrinne and
Alex discover that they can sell exam answers to desperate students. With Alex’s exam answers
and Corrinne’s network of panhellenic council slackers, the two have all the tools to extort half
their university in exchange for good grades.
However, their new business won’t be all dollar signs and packing tape. Some friends and
enemies will put them ask risk of being found out by the university. Neil Tate, Alex’s best friend
and secret admirer is adorably clueless, and this cluelessness often causes him to crash into
Alex and Corinne’s business schemes. Preston is Corinne’s father and money laundering
mentor, but the advice he doles out in video calls from prison hurts the girls more than it helps
them. Professor Bates lurks around every corner waiting to bust them (a la principal Ed
Rooney). Lastly Chelsea, Corinne’s ex-best friend, will do everything in her power to keep
Corrinne from taking back her power as president of DDK.

All this begs the questions - Will Alex’s moral compass be able to break the law? Will Corinne’s
entitled attitude keep them from working as a team? And will the two be able to make enough
money to pursue their dreams before getting caught?

Characters
Corinne Bailey –
Could someone be as cold, and image obsessed as Milania trump while also containing the
aggression of a teacup Pitbull? Well, yes and that’s Corinne. As the heiress of a mechanically
separated chicken empire, Corinne grew up in the lap of luxury, bought her way into the finest
schools, and developed a love for luxury fashion. But her childhood wasn’t always gilded
feathers. Growing up without a mother and as the punching bag for her two older siblings, she
learned to stick up for people she trusts because they were often all she had for
companionship. Being the runt also made her unafraid to take risks in order to be noticed by
her father, Preston. This included doing very questionable accounting work
under the table for his company, tooth-picking-chicken global. Now she uses
these traits to run a sorority with a perfectly manicured fist.
Alex Zapata –

Alex is the kind of woman who would help an old lady cross the street but
would become suspicious of said old lady if she asked too many personal
questions. That means to say that her genuinely kind and empathetic outside
are reinforced by and a quick witted and even quicker to judge inside. She
learned this while taking care of her younger siblings as the oldest daughter of
a single mother and immigrant. Her mama-bear instincts mean she will
protect her own, but she won’t let anyone from outside get too close because they will just get
in her way, anyway. Lastly Alex is a planner. The plans always work because her hard-working
attitude and natural intelligence help her stand out. These plans have earned her a full ride to
Charles University and she hope it will be her ticket into law school. To be honest, so much is
riding on this that Alex is not sure what she will do if this plan fails.

Neil Tate –
If there were a poster child for middle-class suburban Boston, Neil Tate would be it. The
effortlessly handsome and out-doorsy guy studies pre-law at Charles University and made
friends with Alex because he was the only one who could keep up with her in class. Now, the
two work in the mailroom together where they make snarky jokes about their classmates and
goof off when no one is around. Nate’s cluelessness also makes him the perfect person to run
the mailroom “front” while the girls are out running a money laundering scheme. Outside of

the mailroom, women are always interested in Neil, but he only has eyes for Alex…you know, if
he could work up the courage to tell her.
Preston Bailey –
Preston Bailey may play a down home country farmer in the commercials for his chicken
products, but he is really part of an old money empire where he was raised to make a name for
himself (think Vanderbilt). When he tried to give his first set of children the same upbringing,
entitled attitude were enough to rival his own. And he considered himself as a father failure.
But a hands-on approach to parenting Corinne made her equal parts entitled and driven, and
the apple of his eye. Preston’s long life of spoon-fed success and comfort made it easy for him
to have some shady business practices that the government has recently taken notice of.
Chelsea – This character is so evil that I won’t even dignify her with a last name. Chelsea is the
vice-president of Delta Delta Kappa and Corinne’s “best friend.” But Corinne doesn’t know that
Chelsea is tired of living in her shadow and will do anything to de-throne the queen bee so she
can take her place.
Professor Steven Bates –
Steven Bates is a graying, tenured, and previously esteemed economics professor at Charles
University. Although he used to love teaching and connecting with students, years in academia
have made him tired and jaded. Now he comes into work to fail freshman and collect a check
while doing it. The only bright side to his days comes from his prize English Lop Bunny, Cocoa.

Pilot Outline
Teaser
INT. UNIVERSITY MAILROOM – DAY (2 min)
A long line of students waits to pick up their mail. Corinne, a plastic-barbie-looking girl with the
composure of a Shark Tank host enters. She skips the entire line while vlogging about the new
pair of designer shoes she is picking up. Alex, the clerk behind the desk looks annoyed from
behind a pile of boxes and pretends not to notice her. Instead, she kindly helps the person
behind Corinne. Corrinne repeatedly swipes her ID on the desk and taps her perfectly
manicured nails until Alex finally responds. The women two argue about the ethics of skipping

lines. Corinne gets the last laugh in the argument, but Alex and her co-worker Neil print out a
picture of Corinne and put her on the “people to mess with” wall alongside many identicallooking girl’s photos.
ACT I
INT. SORORITY HOUSE – DAY (1.5 min)
The Delta Phi Delta house leadership board appears as an exact copy of the “people to mess
with wall” in the mailroom. Corinne walks in and is immediately surrounded by her fellow
leadership board members. As Corrinne walks through the door, she is ambushed by Chelsea,
her best friend, who informs her that she cannot post about her new shoes without the
matching purse that just went on sale. Corrinne tries to buy it, but her card keeps getting
declined. She decides to run home to sort the card issue out.
INT. BAILEY MANOR – DAY (2.5 min)
Corrine pulls into the driveway of Bailey Manor and immediately notices caution tape and a
police car on the lawn. Armed with a can of pink pepper spray, she steps out of the car as her
father, Preston, is escorted out the front door in handcuffs. Corrinne points the pepper spray at
the officers, but Preston gets her to stand down by trying to explain that Tooth-Pickin-Chicken
Global is being investigated by the IRS. The officers give them a moment to chat, and Preston
explains that her trust fund is frozen until she turns 30. Corrinne starts to lose it, but Preston
comforts her by telling her how proud he is. The two embrace and Corrinne vows to help her
father get out of prison.
INT. UNIVERSITY MAILROOM – DAY (1 min)
Alex is packing up her stuff to leave. Neil stops her and hands her some large envelopes with
the decisions about her Law School Scholarship Applications. Neil tries to get her to open them
in the mailroom, but Alex says she wants to open them alone. Neil teases her playfully saying
that he already knows she has gotten admitted with a scholarship. They laugh as she leaves.
INT. DORMROOM – DAY (2.5 min)
Alex gets to her shoe box sized dorm room. It has some nature posters and lots of pictures of
her with family. Alex tosses the envelopes on her desk and casually opens them; she thinks she
knows what is in the letters anyway. She is in utter disbelief when the first letter of acceptance
comes with no scholarship. She rips open the other two and they are also admittance and with
no scholarships. Alex struggles to accept the reality of the situation; this must be a mistake. She
Looks like she might puke, but instead dials the phone and waits for someone to pick up.
ACT II
INT. SORORITY HOUSE – DAY (2 min)
The sorority vice president and Corinne’s closest friend, Chelsea, finds her. Corrinne, relieved,
starts to vent about what has happened. Chelsea stops her and informs her that since she
cannot pay her house fees, she needs to leave DPD and move out effective immediately.

Corinne tries pull rank as president, but Chelsea asserts that she is the new president since
Corinne cannot pay her membership dues. She makes the final blow by telling Corrine she
already made arrangements to have her moved to a room in a freshman dorm right above her
new work-study job in the mailroom. Corinne is left alone to pack, completely defeated.
INT. DORMROOM – DAY (1.5 min)
Tears welling up in her eyes, Alex dials the phone and calls her mom. She is able to keep her
composure for a moment but lashes out in anger as she tells her mother about the missing
scholarships. Her mother tries to console her by telling her to apply again after taking a year off
of school, and that she still has her teaching assistant fellowship. Alex rejects all of this, saying it
would ruin her 5-year plan to graduate law school and be able to send her brothers to college.
Alex’s mother tells her she should sort it out with her advisor, Professor Bates, the next day and
Alex agrees.
INT. UNIVERSITY MAILROOM – DAY (1.5 min)
Alex walks into the mailroom and Neil immediately asks her about the scholarship. She tells him
that she didn’t get it but doesn’t mention Bates. Neil consoles her by telling her she can just reapply next year. Alex rejects this and tells Neil about her five-year plan of passing the bar so she
can become an immigration attorney and help pay for her brothers to college. If she doesn’t get
in now, she will never be able to help them.
At that moment Corinne wheels by with several designer suitcases. Neil goes to help her and
asks her what room she is moving into, coincidentally it’s the one right next to Alex’s. When
Neil asks why she is moving, she says she is moving to work in the mailroom and needs
someone to train her. Both women can’t imagine how this day can get any worse for them.
ACT III
INT. UNIVERSITY MAILROOM – DAY (2 min)
Alex is trying to train Corinne but is preoccupied with figuring out how to pay for law school. At
the same time, Corinne is repackaging and returning the boots she picked up at the beginning
of the episode. Both women look miserable. A freshman comes to pick up a delivery and Alex
has Corinne help him as a trial. While Corinne is finding the Freshman’s package, the freshman
says to his friends that he would pay big money for the answers to Bate’s next exam, and his
friends all agree. Corinne adds jokingly that if she had the answers, she would gouge the
freshman and funnel the funds through the Mailroom. This stops Alex in her tracks. Alex
interrogates Corinne about funneling funds through the mailroom. Corinne explains that it
would be a simple money laundering operation that she could do in her sleep since she has
been helping her dad with the company accounting for years. Alex realizes what has suddenly
been dropped in her lap.

Season 1 - Episode Summaries
Episode 2 – Killer Mockingbird
- After realizing the lucrative opportunity that just dropped into their laps, Alex struggles
with the moral decision to sell test answers, while Corinne does her best to be a devil on
her shoulder and convince her to go into business. Later, Corinne swallows her pride in a
legal meeting with her stepsiblings and Alex has a meeting with Professor Bates that
may change her mind
Episode 3 –Drop Dead
- Alex and Corinne make their first big sale to the Delta Omega boys but struggle to figure
out how to get the answers to them without getting caught. To figure it out, they
consult the sage wisdom of Preston Bailey over video call. Later, Corinne’s guides Alex
into her first frat party to make the dead drop, but a run-in with the she devils herself,
Chelsea, makes things complicated.
o Big bonding moment for Alex and Corinne. They fully gain each other’s trust after
surviving the frat party.
Episode 4 – Steak-out
- Corinne and Alex go for a celebratory dinner at Aussie Eats (an Australian Themed Chain
Restaurant and one of Preston’s remaining investment properties), to celebrate a big
week of profits. Their confidence crashes and burns when they bump into Professor
Bates on a blind date with a financial aid officer from Charles University. The two try and
fail miserably to leave without being noticed and result to calling Neil to fabricate a mail
room celebration. The two go home thinking they made it in the clear, but Professor
Bates grows suspicious while grading papers.
Episode 5 – Vegans have rights too
- Alex and Corinne are approached by two students who work at the vegan station in the
dining hall. They can’t pay Alex and Corinne’s expensive rates for answers. When they
ask for a discount for fellow work-study students, the two women argue about the
ethics of giving discounts and taking advantage of hard-working students. This all comes
to a head when the on-campus vegan mafia threatens to use plant-based blackmail to
extort the answers from the duo.
Episode 6 – Senseless Sensibility (Mid-Season Finale)
- Alex comes clean to Corinne about her crush on Neil, which inspires Corinne to play
matchmaker and broadcast their relationship to her Instagram followers. In the process
Corinne discovers a new passion for math while looking at her follower analytics.
Meanwhile, Alex is approached with a huge business opportunity from the Chelsea on
the Greek Life Council that she debates sharing with Corinne.
o Will end on a cliff hanger

Season Arcs
Season 1
The first season of Box’d Up will follow Corinne and Alex as they hit rock bottom and decide to
go into business selling college exam answers. The pair could not be more different in
background or personality (or even personal style), but with Alex’s strategic planning and
Corinne’s connections, they make them an unlikely team. On top of their business goals, Alex
and Corinne will have their own hurdles to overcome this season. Alex will struggle with finding
an alternative path to law school that does not include scholarships and reevaluates her career
goals to find a more fulfilling future in Law. Corinne will try to recreate the life she had before
her father’s arrest and finds that living in luxury isn’t all it’s cracked up to be. She will also battle
her self-absorbed stepsiblings to help her father get out of jail. Lastly, Neil, Alex’s closest friend
will play a small part in complicating plans, by trying (and failing) to confess his feelings for her.
The entire story comes to a tipping point when Professor Bates publicly accuses them of helping
students cheat on his exams.
Season 2
After narrowly escaping expulsion from Charles University, the duo starts their new semester
by vowing to keep a low profile by moving in together and taking a break from selling answers.
This plan quickly changes when Alex is recruited by Professor Erickson to T.A her class in 20th
century political science, a “weed-out” class for all pre-law students. Alex hesitates, but
Professor Erickson’s offer to re-write a letter of recommendation to a prestigious law school at
the end of the semester pushes her to accept. Corinne is upset, but when all their old clients
start coming back, Corinne and Alex find that they have gotten the hang of breaking the law to
get ahead.
Meanwhile, Preston starts to get used to prison life and resists Corinne’s efforts to get him out.
Later, Corinne's ongoing social media coverage of the Alex/Neil love story goes viral. When Alex
learns about this, she is furious and stops speaking to Corinne. The feud ends with Corrinne and
Alex agreeing to keep their private lives private. But when someone turns in incriminating
photos of Alex, she is forced to undergo a judicial review. Corrinne gets off free and is
mysteriously no-where to be found.

